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p RIOR TO THE DEVELOPMENT of the electronic particle counter,

studies of the dimensions of the red cell were largely confined to the

mean values of the populations studied. Attempts to describe the distribution

of a property’ within a cell population were made largely as the result of

laborious procedures, such as the construction of Price-Jones curves, and

were often relatively insensitive, allowing comparisons useful only within broad

limits. Electronic particle counting has made practic�ib1e the counting and

sizing of large populations of small particles, including red cells.’-4

The study of the volume distribution of red cells from hematologicallv

normal and abnormal subjects has shown a well-defined skewness with a

positive extension into the higher size ranges.�’4 This skewness has led to

further examination of the possible cause of asymmetry, and especially

to the consideration of whether cell aging contrll)utes to the skewness.

Briefly, this problem can be most simply defined iii relation to the red cell

popiilatioii of normal man, in which cell destruction is predominantly Iw
mechanisms of senescence, and can be partly resolved into the prol)len1 of

whether each cohort of cells carries its own contribution to the total asymmetry

when it enters the circulation, or whether the process of aging alters the

cells in some fashion such that it is these altered cells which distort the

volume distribution of the whole.

Lushbaugh, Basmann, and Glascock4 and Winter and Sheard� have sug-
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298WEED AND BOWDLEB

gested on the basis of volume studies that there are two populations of red

cells which are normally superimposed and provide the appearance of

dispersion of volumes in the higher ranges. Such a double distribution is

most readily apparent in the studies of fowl and reptilian erythrocytes.

It was further suggested that the larger population consisted of younger

cells while the smaller cells seen in the distribution pattern are the older

cells. This suggestion is consistent with observations of Borun, Figueroa,

and Perry4’ and Prankerd7 that differential centrifugation separated populations

which were enriched with younger, larger, and less dense cells, from the

older, more dense cells, whose age was identified through use of F&” labeling.

A further possibility, not necessarily excluding the Lushbaugh thesis, is that

some property of the cells, itself normally distributed, has produced the

asymmetry of the cell volume distribution, either by producing a relative

extension of the higher volume range, or by making the volume distribution

in the lower ranges more compact. Such a possibility was suggested by the

observations of Adair5 and Dick” on the anomalous osmotic behavior of

hemoglobin, whereby in high concentration the osmotic effect of the protein

is augmented. Thus, it might be expected that in the smaller cells with a

decreased ratio of water to hemoglobin per cell, this osmotic effect of hemoglo-

bin would be greater than in the large cells. This investigation was designed,

therefore, to evaluate the possibility that the asymmetry of normal erythrocyte

volume distribution might be related to the anomalous osmotic coefficient of

hemoglobin. This was done by examining the changes in the volume distribu-

tion curve produced by osmotic swelling of the cells as well as the distribution

pattern of hemoglobin-free ghosts. These studies have been previously re-

ported in abstract form.’#{176}

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood was collected from hematologicallv normal adult humans and dogs. Additional

samples were collected from patients with iron deficiency, pernicious anemia, hereditary

spherocvtosis and hereditary elliptocvtosis. Blood anticoagulated with Na2EDTA, as well as

deflbrinated 1)100(1 and heparin anticoagulated 1)100(1, was examined. The cells were diluted

in varying tonicities of triethanolamine buffer, phosphate buffered sodium chloride, and

into Eagle’s solution.1 1 as recommended liv Brecher, jakobek, Schneiderman. Williams, and

Schinidt.� The reagents were analytical grade. prepared in deionized. distilled water and

filtered liv passage through a O.22�t pore-size Millipore filter. Dilutions were made with

deionized. (listilled water as required.

Eealuation of Instrumentation

Gregg and Steidlev’2 recently described the electrical properties of the Coulter particle

counting system in detail and called attention to some critical limitations of the system.

which have been allowed for in the technic followed here. For most of the studies a Model

B Coulter counter and a 25 window plotter were employed, usually with an aperture

current setting of 2. When plotting the volume distribution curves, the amplification was

adjusted so as to produce the modal peak in windows 12 or 13, thus facilitating visual judg-

ment of the relative symmetry of the curves about the mode. Studies were made using

orifices of 50 and 7O�t. When using the 50�t orifice, particle coincidence within the orifice was

not a problem for most practicable cell concentrations; and coincidence was avoided with

the 70�s orifice liv confining all suspensions to total cell counts of less than 30,000 per 0.5 nil.
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VOLUME 1)ISTHIBUTION OF hUMAN E1IYTHIIOCYTES 299

‘1o�var(l the eiul of this StLl(l\, a 4(11) cliam�cl aiialvwr was ac(1uired and utilized in lieu

of the \lOd(�l B plott(’r. All of the Ol)S(’rViltIOflS of (listril)uItioul p�ttt(’r11s wt’re coufiruln’(l

�vith the higher resolution (tluuil)ulleflt. Studies of !v(l cells froi�� l)atielits � ir�!1 (l(’IiCieIlC\

were arried out on this e�nipnu’ut.

li� or(l�r to (Stal)liSll the validity of the dcteruiinations i,iaclt in this investigation. it �vas

necessary to estal)lish the consistenc� of the instrunll’ntal nicasureinents uuu1(ler the various

(011(1 it :0115 �111pl0\(’(l aIl(l to coui�parc these �vith relevant iueasuirei�ivnts iua(lv iIl(lt’l)eII(lelltlv

liv other uiieauis. It �vas foreseeti that �s’licn using stIspeIl(ling ui�’dia of �ariable tonicities,

i-l�ani.�es ii, the sliaix’ of the cells ought aflect the respouise of the ap��uratu1s. To iui’t’stigate

t1�t’ (‘fleet of 1)1trti(1t’ Slial)e in(leI)en(lcnt of toiiicit’�. the ‘calibration factor” �sas (lct(rInill(’(l

1)5 tIit’ 111t’tliO(l of Brecher an(l co-�sorkers,� using uiorinal (-(‘111 and colnparc(l �vith t1��

results of “calibration factors” (leterlllili(’(l liv the uist of iuacrocvtcs from a I)atiellt �sitI�

1)(�r11ic�)1s dIi(’111i�t, of hered itarv sl)herocvtcs. �L1Kl of hervd itarv elliptocvtes.
“Calibration factors” �s-ere i��a(le liv �)l0tti1ig size (listril)ultiou curves for the rcsl)ecti\c ((‘11

1)�Pul1it�)11S, 1111(1 (.OIlCOIllitaIltl5 fin(lillg the uiie�ti, cell voluin�es of t1� I)ol)ullatioIlS liv ii�caui�

of tl�t’ ii�icroheinatocrit an(l red cell count. �fhe ui�ean \oluinie of the 1)�1)11lati�11 ill a giVcn

vohuui�e (listril)ution curv(’ ‘�VLS Ol)taiflc(1 l)� IIIullti1)lvillg the height of each coluniui liv its

�vin(lo�v nnnilx’r �ln(l suuuui:uing the pr�(l11�ts. liii’ ii�eaui \Vifl(lO�V 111110l)er (\1.\V.\.) �vas then

Ol)ta�ned as follows:

�cw
\Iean \\indow N;iiulxr :� -0.5

(\I.\V.N.)

where c is the coluii��n height and w is the window nuIlll)er. Then. the “calibration factor” was

obtained liv dividing the mean cell volume (in �t1) liv the mneamm window number. This

gives in absolute units the voltuiiie’ re1)resemlted liv omit’ window \Vi(lth.

The value of the estin�itt�oiis iii the pm (‘sent context is that if the resi�ouise of the maclime

with respe�t to its capacity to estimmiate particle vohmnie is distorte(l liv the shape of the

partk’s employed. difkrences ma� lie expecte(l between the estimmiations of calibration
factors” olitained using cells of (Id! enng shapes.

Secondly, since suspending flumi(ls of (liflerent tonicities were to l)e emuiploved in the

investigation, it was necessary to conhrmmm that the pulse height prolumi’’l liv the p�trticle

p�1ssim1g through the orifice was independent of the conductivity of the mnediumn. This
question was evalimated liv examining east ct’lls imi media e�f aried tonicity. 5iIiC(’ the rigid

cellulose wall withstands swelling (‘5(11 ill (listdl(’(l water and such cells miia� l)(’ exl)ect(’(l

to have a constant volummmie in 1i� potonic solut:omus. and show omdv slight reduction iii

vohmnie in hvpertomiic solutions. The mimean volume of the �east cells was determined b�’

P1lrtieh’ counts an(l mneasumrenient of time cell fraction in sulsl)ensions. 1w mmietliods ammalogoums
to the hen�atocrit determination, using a packing factor of 26 1wr cent. us The m11(’�L11 \�‘iml(l0W

of the pli)tted si7e distribution curve of th(’ �east cells SVaS (let(’rnuine(l as al)ove. an(l the

window size was estimate(l. Any variation in the response of the miiachimu’ with respect to

particle size. dime to changes in th(’ tomiicitv of the sumspt’ndimig fluid, would be expected to

Produce variat.ons imi the t’stimi�ates of window sue.
Thirdly, the imiflumence on the particle volummie of the timi�e duirimug which the particles stood

in the dibmemit was examined for each of the anticoagimlants emuploved. 1)og ervthro�’vtes

were collected, as cited above, and transferred to beakers containimig Eagle’s solumtiomi to

give a 1:500 sumspemision. For each 1)lot of volmmmuie (listril)umtiomu a fresh final (lilultiomi

was employed in order that cells should not lie exposed to the aperture cumrremit fur eXceSSiVe

periotis. since Breciu.’r and co-workers have showmi that the cumrrent may in(lumce artifactual

swelling of the cells�

The Volume Di.�tribution of II,, man Ert,throct,te.s

The studs- proper was desigmu’d to examuine changes imi the volummiie (listril)umtion of

ervthrocvtes which accompany alteratiomis in the liemoglohin concentration of the cells.

For this purpose. cells were examuiined as drawn following imi Vitro modificatiomi; and.
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300 WEED AND BOWDLER

in addition, naturally occurring cells showing relevant deviations from the normal

concentration of hemoglobin were also studied. Investigation was made of the cell

volume distribution patterns under various conditions.

1. Normal cells were examined in suspending media with a range of tonicities, since

changes in the water content of the cells would lead to alterations in the hemoglobin

concentrations within the cells, and changes in the pattern of volume distribution

resulting therefrom thus made accessible to demonstration. The reference “isotonic”

standard in each buffer was made equivalent to 1 per cent NaCI in osmolarity to minimize

change in cell volume. As Ponder’s has shown, a 1 per cent NaC1 solution is isotonic

for red cells, although higher in ionic strength than plasma. Preliminary experiments

with a normal sample of blood revealed that the volume and distribution pattern of

red cells in 1 per cent NaC1 were not significantly different from values obtained using

filtered plasma as the suspending medium. The Na+ and K+ content of cells diluted into

0.5 per cent buffered saline was compared to the cation content of cells in whole blood.

Cells were washed with 0.1 M MgCL� + .05 M Tris (4 C.) hemolyzed and Na+ and K+

m,�easured in an Instrumentation Laboratory Flame Photometer (‘Watertown, Massachusetts).

2. Distribution patterns were obtained on iron deficient red cells having a marked de-

crease in mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration at the tonicity of plasma.

3. Hemoglobin-free red cell ghosts were prepared a� previously described14’15 and were

examined to (letermine the effect of the total deprivation of soluble intracellular protein on

the volume pattern. Previous studiesl6 have demonstrated the validity of volume measure-

ments of hemolvzed cells. Studies by Vittorio17 have shown that altered permeability

leaves unaffected volume measurements of white blood cells.

4. Red cells fromn a normal subject were subjected to differential cemitrifugation in order

to separate the denser from the less dense cells. The niean cell hemoglobin concentration

and volume distribution spectra were determined for selected populations. For this

purpose, whole blood was centrifuged at 1700 g anti the l)uffy coat removed. The retl
cells were resuspended in plasma, placed in plastic tubes of 3 mmi. (liameter and 11 cm.

in length, anti centrifuged for 30 mimmtes at 17,000 g in a Servall angle head centrifuge.

The upper one-sixth of the column and the bottom one-sixth were then resuspended in

plasma and the hemoglobin, hematocrit, and cell count and distribution pattern determined.

This technic was found to provide a separation related to MCHC. which was as satis-

factory as that described by Prankerd.7

RESULTS

Characteristics of the Assay System: Cell Shape

The “window size,” as described above, was measured for elliptocytes,

spherocytes, and macrocytes, and each was compared with a parallel de-

termination on normal erythrocytes. Table 1 indicates that there were no

significant differences in the calibration factors measured for the varying-

shaped red cells, as compared with normal cells. These results are corn-

parable within pairs only, as variations in the amplification of the instrument

were employed on different occasions to ensure that a unique result was

not being produced as an artifact of a particular setting of the instrument.

These results are consistent with those of Kubitschek1” and Gregg and

Steidley’� which have also indicated that the electronic particle counter

is indifferent to the shape of the cell in measuring particle volume. Although

Gregg and Steidley have shown that a flat-edged disc should not give

the same pulse height to volume ratio as a sphere, they suggested that

the rounded edges of biconcave red cell discs make them behave electrically

like spheres.
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VOLUME DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES 301

Table 1.0

Cefls MCV (jo) Mean Window Calibration Factor

Ehliptocytes (1) 83.7 13.25 6.32

Normal 85.5 13.74 6.22

Elliptocytes (2) 96.7 9.07 10.66

Normal 86.6 8.44 10.25

Macrocytes 132.3 13.65 9.69

Normnal 84.5 8.74 9.67

Spherocytes 77.6 9.22 8.42

Normal 96.7 10.93 8.48

#{176}Comparison of mean cell volumes determined by microhematocrits and red blood cell
counts with calibration factor determined with e’lectronic particle counter. Note that the

acttmal results have to be compared with the estimate (lerived from normal cells at the

same time: the actual result depends on the settings on the machine, and this will vary

(by choice) from one occasion to another.

Table 2.#{176}

Osmolarity of Corrected Cells/mm.3 MCV Mean Window
Suspension Hct. Hct. x 10’ �-‘) Window Calibration

600 42.0 31.1 7.154 43.4 8.25 5.26�t:e

300 38.0 28.1 5.663 49.7 9.33 5.32�1

225 44.0 32.6 6.70 48.6 9.23 5.27�t:4

150 48.5 35.9 7.21 49.8 9.39 5.30�t�

#{176}Influence of ionic strength on volume estimation. The window calibration for yeast

cells was determined in triethanolamine buffer having concentrations of 600, 300, 225,

and 150 mOsm./L.

The Effect of the Tonicity of the Suspending Fluid

The results of calibrating the instrument using yeast cells, which are

relatively unaffected in volume by changes in the osmolarity of the suspending

fluid, are given in Table 2. It is evident that the calibration factor estimated

by the use of yeast cells is unaffected by tonicity in the range from 150 to 600

mOsm./L., supporting the view that the estimation of volume by the instrument

is unaffected by the tonicity of the medium. This is to he expected, since

this version of the instrument is designed to be independent of the conductivity

of the medium, by virtue of a zero impedance input to the amplifier. These

results are in accord with other empirical findings in studies of the volume of

silica particles by Nevius.2

Influence of Anticoagulant, Composition of Dilucnt, and Time of Standing in

the Diluent

Using human erythrocytes, no difference was observed in the pattern of

the volume distribution curve nor in the mean cell volume as determined in

1 per cent triethanolamine buffered sodium chloride, whether the blood was

collected into 1 mg. heparin/ 10 ml. blood, Na2EDTA (plasma concentration

5 x io�� M), or by defibrination. Similarly, although most of the experiments
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302 WEED AND BOWDLER

Fig. 1.-Volume distribution plot of canine erythrocytes diluted and permitted
to stand at 1:5000 dilution of Eagle’s solution, for varying periods of time. At each
time interval, a final 1: 100 dilution in Eagle’s solution xvas prepared and the de-

termimiation carried out immediately. The whole blood was anticoagulated with

Na.,EDTA.

carried out during the course of this investigation were performed on cells

diluted in triethanolamine buffered sodium chloride, the volume distribution

pattern and the cell volume of the human red cells were unchanged when

the final dilution was carried out in the triethanolamine buffered sodium

chloride, phosphate buffered 1 per ceuit sodium chloride, 1.275 per cent

KC1 (calculated to be equimolar with 1 per cent sodium chloride), or

Eagle’s solution.” In all cases, the final 1:50,000 dilution of the whole blood

was carried out immediately prior to the actual determination and the

latter completed within 5 minutes of the final pipetting.

The time of standing in the diluent may be of considerable importance

although the effect is quite variable. Figure 1 illustrates several plots of

one sample of dog blood, and it is evident that prolonged standing at 1:500

dilution of the original whole blood into the final diluent produced swelling

of some of the cells within the population. This is first evident as an in-

crease in the height of the peaks in the higher numbered windows and in

this example by 30 minutes had become manifest as an increase sufficient to be

identified as a second modal peak, more clearly seen after 43 minutes.

Resuspension of these cells in plasma tends to reverse this swelling. It

has been suggested4 that the blood of certain species particularly that

of the chicken may characteristically have a bimodal volume distribution

pattern. However, the volume distribution pattern of chicken erythrocytes,

as determined with the Coulter counter, did not appear to manifest a bimodal
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Fig. 2.-Volume distribution pattern of normal erythrocytes in buffered 1 per cent

NaCI. Left: Representation of relative particle frequency in windows about the

median. Right: Arithmetic probability plot of sumiinied data of sevemi tracings in
1 per cemit NaCI. The range is drawn as the maximum individual variation from the

meami, derived from the tracings of seven normals.

distribution pattern when the final dilution of the blood ��‘as carried out

immediately and the plot completed as soon as possible.

VOLUME CHARAcFERISTICS OF HUMAN ERYmnocyms

Volume Distribution of Normal human Erythrocytes in Plasma and in

1 Per cent NaCI

Figure 2 indicates the mean and range of seven tracings of normal red

cells in 1 per cent buffered sodium chloride. The distribution pattern in plasma

filtered through a Millipore filter was essentially identical. In order to

simplify the comparison of distribution patterns of erythroc,vtes in different

media, the position of the curve on the graph was standardized regardless of

the mean size of the population. This was done by adjusting the amplification

trim of the counter to give equal and maximal heights to the columns in

windows 12 and 13, thus assuring that the mode was close to the middle of

the interval between the upper limit of window 11 and the lower limit of

14-that is, approximately 12.5 The data have been plotted to indicate

variation about the median window. A cumulative plot was then made from

the data of three or four tracings on arithmetic probability paper. Using

this type of analysis a normal distribution should produce a straight line,

whereas a non-Gaussian distribution would not. The actual plotter data as

represented in Figure 2A indicates that the volume distribution curves in
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Fig. 3.-Left: Comparison of volume distribution patterns of normal erythro-
cytes in 1 per cent versus 0.5 per cent NaCI. Right: Comparison of probability plot

of the same data.

1 per cent sodium chloride are non-Gaussian. This is confirmed by the

probability plot in Figure 2B. An average of 67.3 per cent of the population

(range 61.4-72.9 Ix’r cent) is larger than the volume represented by the

modal peak. From the probability plot of the data in 1 per cent NaCl, it is

evident not only that the distribution curve is not Gaussian, but it is not

even appropriate to consider it as two straight lines or two distinct populations.

The probability analysis of the erythrocyte distribution in 1 per cent NaC1 is a

continuous bending curve from the highest windows representing large cells

to the lowest representing the small cells. In the low windows, the curve

shows the most striking departure from linearity on the probability plot.

Influence of the Tonicity of the Medium on the Volume Distribution Cure�

The swelling of red cells by means of saline solutions of decreasing tonicity

leads to volume distribution curves which tend progressively to approximate

to a true Gaussian distribution as the tonicity is lowered. With 0.5 per cent

sodium chloride the cells are swollen to nearly the maximal prehemolytic

volume, although with fresh cells there is no detectable hemolysis at this

concentration. Figure 3 illustrates both a linear and normal probability

representation of the Coulter counter plots obtained on the same sample

of erythrocytes at the two different tonicities. Two things are evident from

these curves. First, on the linear plot the portions of the curves representing

larger cells appear to be superimposable; and secondly, the curve recorded

from the 0.5 per cent NaCl appears to have a normal distribution which is

confirmed by the straight line on normal probability paper. As before, the
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Fig. 4.-Left: Comparison of volume distribution pattern of erythrocytes in 1 per
cent NaCI versus hemoglobin-free ghosts from the same cells, also in 1 per cent

NaCl. Right: Probability plot of the same data.

same erythrocytes examined in 1 per cent NaC1 demonstrate the asymmetrical

distribution curve, which is characteristic of cells at this tonicity.

Analysis of Na and Kt content of cells diluted into 0.5 per cent sodium

chloride revealed a slight increase in total cation content, with some K ± lost

and Na+ gained. Mean values ± 1 S. D., expressed as a percentage of the

values obtained on the washed cells separated from whole blood, were:

K+, 96.7 per cent ± 2.4; Na+, 123.8 per cent ± 3.2. Thus, as Davson2’ has

shown previously, when diluted in a hypotonic medium, human ervthrocytes

tend to lose K� amid gain Na+. The present studly confirms that in 0.5 per cent

NaCI, a significant gain of Na� may occur. However, if analyzed in terms of

total cellular cation content, the change constitutes an average decrease

of 1 per cent in total cellular cation content. Volume distribution patterns

after dilution into 0.5 per cent and resuspension in 1 per cent NaCI were not

different from the original pattern in 1 per cent NaCI. Thus, whether the

cation exchanges observed occur equally in all cells or as an all or none

phenomenon (without any hemolysis) in a small segment of the population,

the magnitude of the total cation shift is insufficient to account for the

alteration of the volume distribution from a skewed pattern in 1 per cent

NaC1 to a Gaussian pattern in 0.5 per cent.

Volume Distribution Patterns of Erythrocyte Ghosts

In order to investigate the possibility that the intracellular contents of the

erythrocyte are responsible for the skewed curve when intact cells are

examined in 1 per cent NaCl or its osmotic equivalent, hemoglobin-free

ghosts were prepared and their volume distribution determined. In 1 per cent

NaCI, freshly prepared, hemoglobin-free ghosts are quite shrunken since they
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303 WEED AND BOWDLER

Table 3.-indices of Fractionated Erythrocytes

MCV in � MCHC in Gm. ‘4 MCH in .jzg.

Top 101.7 ± 3.5 33 ± 0.6 33.4 ± 1.5

Bottom 91.8 ± 2.2 36.5 ± 0.8 33.4 ± 1.1

Values for the mean s ± standard error of determinations on blood f roni seven individuals.

Table 4.-RBC Indices from Coulter Plot

MCV in j� MCHC in Gm. %

1% NaCl

Entire population

Smallest 10%

0.5% NaCl,

Smallest 10%

98.8

<50

<110

32.9

�50.0

30

are known to be osmotically responsive.’4 Thus, although the ghosts might

not l)e expected to provide a true reflection of volume distribution when

crenated, it is evident in Figure 4 that ghosts even in 1 per cent NaCl show a

distribution curve which is more nearly Gaussian than the intact red cells

from which they were derived. In addition, if one examines the volume

distribution curve for ghosts in 0.5 per cent NaCl, when the ghosts have a

volume which is nearer to the volume of intact cells in plasma, then the

distribution curve becomes a normal distribution, as seen for intact cells

in Figure 3, at the same tonicity.

Relationship of Cell Density and Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concentration

to Volume Distribution

Differential centrifugation of red cells in plasma was carried out in order

to separate more dense cells from less dense erythrocytes. Table 3 summarizes

the erythrocyte indices of the uppermost one-sixth and lowermost one-sixth

of a normal erythrocyte population centrifuged in this manner. The least

dense, uppermost cells show a high mean volume together with the same

hemoglobin content as the lowest cells, thus producing a higher mean

corpuscular hemoglobin concentration in the lower fractions, as found previous-

ly by others.”T In addition, the identical mean cell hemoglobiris in the

fractions of differing density are consistent with the notion that cellular

hemoglobin content does not change with cellular age, insofar as the top

and bottom fractions may reflect cells of varying age. Although there is a

significant difference in the mean cell volumes of the top and bottom fractions

described in Table 3, the volume distribution curves of these fractions reveal

a significant degree of overlap, with both large and small cells in both frac-

tions. These observations are also consistent with the findings of Leif and

Vinograd.22

Based on the evidence in Table 3 that the two fractions of cells have

the same hemoglobin content per cell, Table 4 compares estimates of the

mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration of the small cells within the

population with the values for the whole population. The MCV of the
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Fig. 5.-Left: Comparison of volume distribution patterns of normal and iron

deficient red cells in 1 per cent NaCl. Relative particle frequency is plotted against

actual channel numbers, with identical instrument settings for both samples. Indices

of the iromi deficient red cells were: MC\7, 49 ,�; MCII, 13.8 �i�g.; MCHC, 28 per

cent. Right: Probability plot of the same data.

whole population was 98.8 � In Table 4, the mean volume of the smallest

10 per cent of the population was estimated from the volume distribution

curve. Within the smallest 10 per cent, no cells were greater than 50 p�.

However, Bahr and Zeitler,23 in studies of the dry weight of individual eryth-

rocytes, have demonstrated that the median weight ± 1 S.D. included

dry weights from 25 to 38 j.q�g., primarily hemoglobin since the latter con-

stitutes approximately 97 per cent of the dry weight of the normal red cell.

Thus, even if the distribution of hemoglobin content per cell corresponds

to the volume distribution curve, and even assuming a hemoglobin content

of the cells as low as 1 S.D. below the median, it appears that the mean

corpuscular hemoglobin concentration of the smallest 10 per cent of the

erythrocyte population might be equal to, or greater than, 50 Gm. per cent.

Such cells suspended in 0.5 per cent sodium chloride, however, may he

expected to have a mean cell hemoglobin concentration of approximately

30 Gm. per cent.

Volume Distribution Patterns of iron Deficient Cells

Linear and probability plots of volume distributions in 1 per cent NaCl

and 0.5 per cent NaC1 of blood from two patients with iron deficient eryth-

rocytes were not significantly different from the normal represented in

Figure 2. Figure 5 compares normal and iron deficient cells and illustrates

that although the entire volume distribution curve for the microcytic, iron-

deficient cells is shifted to the left as expected (Fig. 5A), the shape of

the curve is not different from normal, as shown in Figure 5B. As Ponder�4
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has shown, the density of iron deficient cells is no different from normal

cells, indicating that although the cells are deficient in hemoglobin and

protein content, they apparently have an intracellular protein concentration

which is the same as in normal cells. No information as to the precise nature

of such a protein is available. However, although the amount of free globin

in normal red cells is very small, as shown by Winterhalter and Huehns,2�

the studies of Nathan et al.2U and Greenough et al.27 on hemoglobin synthesis

suggest the possibility that the protein in question might be globin since

the latter is normally synthesized prior to heme synthesis in the cell2#{176}and

might he present in slight excess in iron deficient cells. In any case, although

hemoglobin makes up the bulk of the dry mass of normal red cells, it appears

to be intracellular protein, whether hemoglobin or not, which contributes

to the asymmetric volume distribution pattermi.

DISCUSSION

The first part of the present study was concerned with the characteristics

of the Coulter particle counting system, and an assessment of whether these

were such as to permit its use in the investigations contemplated, which

required the measurement of red cell volume and size distribution charac-

teristics under conditions in which there would be variations of the con-

ductivity of the cell suspending medium and consequently changes in shape

of the cells. The present findings are consistent with those of Kubitschek,’9

Gregg and Steidley,’2 and Nevius2#{176} and confirm that the estimates of the

parameters required were unaffected by changing tonicities of the suspending

medium, or by variations in particle shape.

The present investigation has redemonstrated that the distribution pattern

of red blood cell volumes in solutions isotonic with plasma is non-Gaussian.

However, arithmetic probability analysis shows a curvilinear appearance over

the whole population; and the gradual transition suggests a similar gradual

transition in some property of the cells within the population, rather than the

existence of two separate subpopulations which would be indicated by two

straight lines on arithmetic probability paper. Although Lushbaugh and

co-workers4 have been able to fit the distribution pattern of erythrocytes

in isotonic medium to two bimodal distribution patterns, we have found no

evidence for such a clear bimodal distribution in studies of freshly pipetted

human, canine, or chicken blood. Gutmann25 has also suggested on a

theoretical basis that the asymmetric distribution pattern may be the summa-

tion of separate, normally distributed populations passing through the orifice

of the instrument with the diameter perpendicular and parallel to the orifice,

respectively. He has also proposed that the normal distribution in hypotonic

media can be accounted for by the symmetry of swollen spheres. However,

the volume distribution curve of yeast cells which are much more spherical

than erythrocytes is just as skewed as that of the latter. In addition, the

more Gaussian distribution of ghosts in 1 per cent NaCl, as seen in Figure 4,

is also inconsistent with Gutmann’s suggestion, since these ghosts are even

more flattened than intact erythrocytes.
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Bahr and Zeitler21 have made the interesting observation that the dis-

tribution of the dry mass ( primarily content of hemoglobin ) of individual

cells of the erythrocyte population is itself non-Gaussian and that a log-

probal)ility plot may be used to normalize the curve. Bahr2#{176}has suggested,

therefore, that the log-normal distribution of volumes might be anticipated

as a biologic phenomenon. The possibility also exists, however, that there is a

causal relationship between volume and hemoglobin content. however, even

if there is a correlation between cell volume and cellular hemoglobin con-

tent, calculation based on the data of Bahr amid Zeitler23 for the dry mass/cell

of the smallest 10 per cent of the population when considered with the

volume data presented here indicate the possibility of a significantly high

hemoglobin concentration in the smallest cells (Table 4).

The volume of an individual red cell may be considered as principally

determined by three factors: (1) The hemoglobin component is important

by reason of the space occupied by the hemoglobin itself and by that fraction

of intracellular water bound to hemoglobin or held in the cell by virtue of

the osmotic effect of hemoglobin. (2) The surface area of the meml)rane

provides a limit to the maximum volume which the cell can attain, but at

any volume less than the critical hemolytic volume this factor is unimportant

since the membrane is intolerant of stretch. (3) The third factor is that of

the intracellular ionic content, which, in the absence of an osmotically

significant hemoglobin concentration, is the only major determinant of cell

volume. Lowering of tonicity to 0.5 per cent NaCI eliminates any significant

osmotic contribution of hemoglobin, yet it does not produce significant net

change in total cellular cation content. Therefore, in hypotonic media where

ionic content is the prime determinant of cell volume, the normal volume

distribution pattern indicates that ion content per cell is normally distributed

and cannot contribute to the asymmetry of the volume distribution curve in

isotonic media.

The fact that the volume distribution pattern of normal eiythrocytes

approaches or becomes Gaussian when the mean corpuscular hemoglobin

concentration declines secondary to immersion in hypotonic solution, provides

evidence of the importance of the concentration of intracellular protein

(primarily hemoglobin) in producing the asymmetry in the volume distribution

curve. This is supported by the change in the distribution curve which ac-

companies the production of hemoglobin-free ghosts. The alteration in dis-

tril)ution pattern toward that of a Gaussian distribution which accompanies

lowering of cellular protein concentration, when coupled with the estimate

of the MCHC of small cells in the population at the toni ity of plasma as

shown in Table 4, indicates that the effect of cellular hemoglGoin concentration

may be related to the anomalous osmotic coefficient of hemoglobin as described

l)y Adair8 and discussed in detail by Dick.9 Although precise evaluation of

this point must await technics which permit much better separation of cells

according to their volume, even the separation summarized in Table 3 illus-

trates the potential importance of the osmotic activity of hemoglobin. For

example, using the data of McConaghey and Maizels,3#{176} the molal osmotic
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coefficient of hemoglobin for the cells at the top of the column can be estimated

to be approximately 2.5 while that of the cells at the bottom, approximately

4.5. Thus, it seems likely that in isotonic media the smallest cells in the

population have a higher volume than would be predicted on the basis of

the non-protein osmotic content alone. This suggestion carries with it the

implication that the skewed volume distribution pattern in 1 per cent NaCI

differs from a Gaussian pattern because of displacement of the small cells

toward the population mean rather than of the larger cells away from the

mean. To the extent that cell volume correlates with cell age, these small

cells with a high osmotic coefficient of hemoglobin are more likely to rep-

resent the older cells of a given population and the skewed distribution

curve can still be related to cell age, even though the results suggest that

it is the small cell portion of the curve which is “skewed in” rather than the

large cell portion which is “skewed out”.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Studies of the volume distributions of normal human, canine, and

chicken erythrocytes through the use of a Model B Coulter electronic particle

counter and plotter of 400 channel analyzer have confirmed that the in-

strument provides a true reflection of cell volume, independent of the

conductivity of the medium, independent of the shape of the erythrocyte,

independent of the buffers, and independent of the anticoagulants employed.

2. The non-Gaussian distribution pattern of normal human cells has been

confirmed, but no evidence has been found for a distinct bimodal distribution

pattern in cells which have been freshly collected, pipetted, and examined.

3. Swelling of human erythrocytes in 0.5 per cent NaC1 alters the volume

distribution pattern to that of a normal distribution, and the distribution

pattern of hemoglobin-free ghosts in 1 per cent NaC1 is more nearly sym-

metric than that of normal intact red cells in 1 per cent NaC1.

4. The Gaussian distribution of erythrocyte volumes in 0.5 per cent NaC1

suggests a normal distribution pattern for both the critical volume and ionic

content of red cells.

5. The asymmetry of red cell volume distribution at the tonicity of plasma

appears related to higher intracellular osmotic activity in the smaller cells,

based on the anomalous osmotic coefficient of hemoglobin. It is suggested,

therefore, that skewing of the curve is related to asymmetry of the distribution

pattern at the lower end of the volume spectrum, rather than the upper end.

SUMMAIUO IN INTERLINGUA

1. Studios del distribution de volumines del erythrocytos normal de humanos,

canes, e gallinas, utilisante un contator electronic de particulas Modello B

Coulter con scriptor e analysator a 400 canales, ha confirmate que le instru-

mento provide un ver reflection del volumine cellular, independente del con-

ductivitate del medio, independente del conformation del erythrocytos, in-

dependente del tampon, e independente del anticoagulante empleate.

2. Le distribution non-Gaussian de normal cellulas human esseva confirmate,
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sed nulle evidentia esseva trovate pro un distincte distribution bimodal in

cellulas frescamente colligite, pipettate, e examinate.

3. Le expansion de erythrocytos human in 0,5 pro cento de NaC1 altera Ic

distribution de volumine ad un conformation normal, e Ic distribution de

phantomas sin hemoglobina in 1 pro cento de NaCl es plus proximemente

symmetric que illo de normal erythrocytos intacte in 1 pro cento de NaCl.

4. Le distribution Gaussian del volumines erythrocytic in 0,5 pro cento de

NaC1 suggestiona un distribution normal pro le volumine critic e etiam pro

le contento ionic del erythrocytos.

5. Le asymmetria in Ic distribution del volumine erythrocytic al tonicitate

de plasma pare esser relationate al plus alte activitate osmotic intracellular

in Ic cellulas plus micre, basate in Ic anormal coefficiente osmotic de hemo-

globina. Es suggestionate, per consequente, que le dyssymmetria del curva

es relationate al asymmetria del distribution al termino inferior del spectro

de volumine plus tosto que al termino superior.
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